grammars are effective tools for genemting test data.
W tools, few programmers would probably place context-free grammars at the top of the list. For most of us, the term brings to mind a collection of obscure proofs from some barely remembered class on computation theory. In fact, even if context-free grammars were a magic balm that could somehow make the most bug-ridden program run correctly, many programmers would be too intimidated by the underlying theory to use them.
Nevertheless, I discovered the usefulness of context-free grammars while looking for away to improve functional testing of very large-scale integrated circuits. VLSI circuits have become so complex that testing their functionality takes more time than testing their electronics -in most cases, a great deal more. Because functional testing isusually done on a software simulation rather than on the circuit itself, the distinction between VLSI-circuit 0740-7459/90/0700B050/$01.00 0 1990 IEEE and software testing has all but disap peared.
My experience using context-free grammars to generate tests forVLSI circuit simulators has convinced me that they are remarkably effective tools that virtually anyone can use to debug virtually any p r e gram.
It was no trivial task to improve circuit testing at the University of South Florida -our methodology was already very good: My colleagues and I monitored the simulators to make sure that every line of code was executed. We included code to monitor assertions and report violations. We analyzed control paths to guarantee that the tests executed each one. We identified boundary conditions and tested them exhaustively. And we inspected the code many times.
In spite of this, some bugs remained hidden. And, irritatingly enough, our users seemed to find them readily.
Because we had exhausted every system-atic method I knew, I decided to experiment with random test samples taken from the problem domain. Now, a u t e matic test generation is not a new idea.'.' Both software and hardware developers have used it with similar results: The easy bugs (or hardware faults) show up easily enough, but finding the difficult bugs requires more systematic testing. I wanted a testgeneration method that was substantially more clever than a simple random-numbergenerator. I wanted a system that would generate random tests according to a template that describes a test format. For example, I wanted to take a test that was designed to detect a difficult bug and use it to generate different tests that would detect the same bug and, ideally, many others.
After thinking a long time about the principles of such a system, it occurred to me that what I had in mind was an interpreter for context-free grammars. Once I grasped this concept, tool development proceeded rapidly.
My first test generator focused on a single VLSI chip (or more correctly, a software simulation of the chip). It proved surprisingly effective.3 Since then, I have developed several data-generator generators that translate context-free grammars into test generators. The most useful of them is the Data-Generation Language. DGL and its underlying language (which for lack of imagination I also call DGL) are much more complicated than that first test generator, but the principle is the same: The data generator contains a grammar describing the tests and, when executed, it generates tests according to the grammar.
Although originally intended to generate random tests, DGL has evolved into a tool that can also help generate some kinds of systematic tests. And DGL is still evolving. Every new application uncovers new ways to use it if only it had another new feature. Throughout its evolution,
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however, the underlying principle of using grammars to generate tests remains firm.
Before you begin
Although context-free grammars let you generate a thousand tests as easily as one, you must develop a careful plan both for generating and using the tests. For example, you must be able to guarantee that every line of code executes at least once. The second case is more complicated. In some applications, it is common to have more than one version of a program available. For example, more than one software simulator is usually available in VLSI-circuit testing, and the simulators are usually very different from one another. Two or more program versions are also common in life-support and other systems designed for high reliability. In other cases, a fast prototype or a previous release may be available. Sometimes it may be worthwhile to write a simplified version of the program for the sole purpose of predicting test results. In any case, you should test both programs independently and veri+ the results manually to make sure that you're notjust comparing one bug against another.
I have not found the problem of generating expected results especially restricting. I believe it is good policy to provide all tests with expected results, regardless of where you obtain them, and to check the resultsautomatically. Even ifyou mustverify test results manually, context-free grammars can simplify test construction.
Grammars are ideal for performance measurement. Because the test outcome typically does not matter, you can ignore the problem of generating expected results. Furthermore, because these tests concern the average case rather than all special cases, you need not focus on detecting hard-tefind bugs.
Your first tests
The best way to create a test grammar is to startwith an existing test set and turn it into a grammar. Suppose you have written Every grammar distinguishes one nonterminal as a stalt symbol. The start symbol is the highest-level abstraction; it represents every string described by the grammar. In this arithmetic grammar, the start symbol is &ormula>.
The essence of acontext-free grammar is its productions. Productions are rules for replacing nonterminals with terminal and nonterminal strings. In the example grammar, one such rule is <formula>-> dormulaz +&ormula>. This rule says you can create a new formula by adding two existing formulas.
Most nonterminals use several productions. In the example, avertical bar (I) separates the alternatives (you could also list them separately). The production <variable> -> alblc says that avariable can be a or bor c.
When generating a string from a grammar, you begin with the start symbol and then apply productions one at a time until you get a string that contains no nonterminals. To obtain the string (a + b) * cfrom the example arithmetic grammar, you would follow the steps in Figure   A .
One final note: Context-free grammars are not universal. This means that they cannot describe every string set a program can generate. The classic example is strings of the form abc, aabbcc, aaabbbcac, and so on. Each of these strings includes an equal (but arbitrary) number of a's, Us, and ds. In set notation, this string set is usually written as
where the superscript denotes the number of repetitions of the letter. No context-free grammar can describe strings of this form.
On the other hand, DGL grammars are universal: They can generate any string set that a program can generate (although sometimes with great difficulty). The following is a DGL grammar for the set of strings (a"b"c? I n> 0}: Productions serve two purposes. First, they create templates for your tests. The nonterminals are blanks the test generator will replace with choices from other productions. Second, productions p r e vide a list of alternatives for the blanks in your templates. For complicated tests, you will probably want to use several levels of productions. The highest-level production is called the grammar's start symbol
The grammar in Figure Ib preserves the properties that made the original test good. It includes addition with negative numbers and multiplication and division by powers of two. You could make this grammar even better by changing the Number production, which now generates only single-digit positive numbers, to generate negative and multidigit numbers, too. You could also add a production to generate powers of two.
You can combine grammars derived from more than one test set many ways. In this example, the most obvious way is simply to add alternatives to the Test production. You could also combine test sets with a Parent production of the form test %{tmrSet-l), %{test~et-2/, ..., %(test5et-n);
where testset-i is the start symbol for the ith test set.
To generate a test, DGL looks at the grammar's start symbol (Test in the example in Figure 1 b) . The key question is how to choose from a set of alternatives. In this example, DGL will choose alternatives at random. For many applications, this may not be the best way. At the very least, you may want to make certain choices more often than others. In the calculator example, you might want to concentrate on multiplication and division and limit the number of tests for addition and subtraction. In more complicated examples, you might want to avoid choosing the same alternative twice, or you mightwant to choose alternatives in a particular order.
To handle these problems, DGL p r e vides selection rules that specify how to choose alternatives, and assignsweights so some alternatives will be chosen more often than others. Indeed, much of the research that has gone into DGL has addressed how to identify and implement selection rules. An exhaustive discussion of these rules would be, to say the least, exhausting, so I limit my presentation to those I believe are most useful.
Weights. Probably the most basic selection rule is to specify the probability of selecting a particular alternative. Each alternative already has a probability associated with it. Why not change it? I find this particularly useful in generating tests for VLSI arithmetic circuits. Some arithmetic algorithms are sensitive to the number of ones and zeros in their arguments, so using arguments with only a few ones or a few zeros tends to find bugs. This grammar generates binary numbers with only a few zeros and lots of ones: The most obvious use of weights is to guide the test generator to favor those tests you believe will detect the most bugs. In performance measurement, you can use weights to construct a random test sample with a given test-type mix.
One intriguing opportunity for future research might be to track the number of bugs detected when a particular alternative is chosen, then automatically add weight to those alternatives that detect the most bugs.
Although I believe it best to work from the bottom up by constructing test grammars from tests that you know are good, you can also work from the top down - The action-routine contents (the last three lines in Figure 2 ) are implementation-dependent, but most reasonable implementations would include similar features.
The productions Number-x and Number-y give the action routine access to the two most recent choices from the Number production. The nonterminal %{num-b e r .~) makes a choice from Number and assigns it to the variable x. Because the nonterminal %{number.x) produces no value, the grammar needs the nonterminal %(XI to insert the selected value into the test. The action routine adds the two most recently selected values and uses the output function to insert the result into the test.
I leave other uses of these routines to your imagination, but the use of variables is worth expanding on. Many tests require that you use the same value many places. When constructing a grammar for such tests, you may have to generate the value at random. Variables let you do this. For example, double: %{number.x}%(x}+%(xJ x variable; number: 0,1,2, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9; chooses a number at random and assigns it to the variable x. It then inserts the contents of xinto the test twice. You could use this test on the calculator program to verify that an optimization for doubling a number works correctly.
Context-free grammars become more powerful with variables. In a theoretical sense, they become universal. I believe that any grammar-based system to generate test data must rely on some extended, more powerful context-free grammar. Among the extensions already developed, I find variables the easiest to implement and use. test: %{number.x)"The following number contains " %(XI "digits: "%(val}; number: 0,1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; x: variable; Val: %{gen.yl%(yl;  gen: "%%" %{XI "(number)"; y: variable; Figure 3 . Storing a nonterminal in a variable lets you generate a value at random. test: chain %{number} * %{power-of-two), % {power-of-two) * %{number], %{power-of-two) * %{power-of-two); number: 0,1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ; power-of-two: chain 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 ; Figure 4 . Generating exhaustive tests.
Variables may contain both data and nonterminals. This is useful when the test size depends on the test data. Such cases are rare, but they do occur. You could use action routines to generate this kind of data, but the grammar of Figure 3 shows how to use variables for the job.
In Figure 3 , the Val production first assigns the value %n{number] to the variable y, then inserts the value of y into the test. Because y contains a nonterminal, the data generator replaces its contents by n selections from the production Number. (The 76% symbol is DGL syntax to prevent replacement until after the variable receives the value.)
Generating systematic tests
Although I began using grammars to generate random tests, it soon became clear that they could also simplify the generation of systematic tests. My work often requires testing many special casessometimes alone and sometimes in combination with other cases. Furthermore, I have come to rely almost exclusively on selfdiagnosing tests and automatic methods for reporting test failures.
Under these circumstances, writing tests is far more time-consuming than running them or analyzing results. One solution to this problem is to design a second data generator to generate all the tests described by a grammar.* However, my special cases were often of the form "a 32-bit number beginning with 011." I didn't want to choose specific values for fields that did not require them, and I didn't want to generate a huge number of tests forjust one special case.
Eventually, I discovered a method for generating all possibilities for some productions while allowing random choices for others. The implementation is beyond the scope of this article, but its useis simple. Figure 4 shows a test generator for the multiply-by-shifting optimization of the calculator program. It tests all specified powers of two exhaustivelywith randomly selected numbers. The only difference between this and a purely random example is the Chain keyword on the Test and Power-Of-Two productions. The Number production does not include this keyword, so its choices are random instead of systematic.
Althoughlibegan usinggPamrnam to generate random tests, it soon became clear that they could also simplify thegeneration of systematic tests.
I believe a similar feature would be useful in any grammar-based test-generation system. A word of warning: such features generate huge numbers of tests. You must have an efficient method for determining whether they pass or fail.
I have found other systematic selection methods useful in generating both random and exhaustive tests. These include generating sequence numbers and selecting production alternatives sequentially rather than randomly, both ofwhich work pretty much as you would expect them to.
Testing subroutines
Although it has always been my ambition to test complicated subroutines independently, the difficulty of creating data for them ha.. hindered me from doing so.
These subroutines usually process complex structures that contain pointers and binary data. Generating even simple input of this nature can require a complex program.
Once, when I was debugging a complicated macro processor for generating VLSI structures, I decided to apply test grammars to a troublesome subroutine. This subroutine evaluated arithmetic and logical expressions that had been parsed into a tree-like data structure. Figure 5a illustrates the structure's nodes. The type field contains an integer that specifies the operation; the left and right fields point to the operands. Assume that a type of 1 means addition, 2 an integer operand, and 3 a variable operand. For addition, left and right point to the data-structure elements defining the o p erands. For integer operands, left contains the operand value and right is null. For variable operands, left contains a pointer to the variable name, which must be a single letter between "a" and "g," and right is null. Figure 5b shows a grammar that will generate these structures. It is similar to the grammars for generating other tests. The only difference is that some productions return binaryvalues and pointers instead of character strings. You could incorporate this grammar's data generator into a simple driver routine of about 10 lines. The driver routine would call the data generator and pass the data structures to the subroutine.
The grammar I actually used to debug my subroutine was different. It generated several specific tests rather than random tests. This approach got me into the guts of the subroutine far faster than testing the program as a whole. Preparing the test grammars took only a few minutes, and I could be certain that all the bugs I found were in the subroutine, not in the parser. In the past, debugging such subroutines had taken me days. Using test grammars, it took me only a couple of hours.
Although I believe this work is on the right track, it is not complete. While it is easy to generate C structures, I'm not sure about other languages. Furthermore, the style seems too dependent on the datastructure implementation. One possible improvement might be coupling a gram- mar-based test system with an interactive symbolic debugger. The symbolic debugger would have to understand the peculiarities of various languages and transform generic specifications into structures suitable to a particular language.
A warning
The example in Figure 5 contains something I have carefully avoided in all other examples: a recursive grammar. Using recursive grammars to generate data involves a hidden danger. The danger is theoretical, not an implementation problem (DGL likes recursive grammarsjust fine). Figure 6 shows a recursive grammar. This grammar chooses among the four alternatives of the Exp production with equal probability. When it replaces an %{exp} nonterminal, there is a 5CLpercent chance that the replacement will include two copies of %{exp}, both of which it must eventually replace again. The replacement has a 25-percent chance of containing one copy of %(exp} and a 25-percent chance of containing no copies. Now think about the string that the data generator is expanding, and count only the occurrences of %(exp). The string has a 50-percent chance of getting bigger, a 25-percent chance of staying the same size, and only a 25-percent chance of getting smaller. The data generator will not stop until the size is zero. In short, the test could be infinitely long.
For this grammar to work, you must weight the fourth alternative so the probability of getting smaller is greater than the probability of getting larger. If you use this rule of thumb with all recursive grammars, you should stay out of trouble? he effectiveness of test grammars continues to surprise me. I was re-T cently explaining their principles to a student, using a binary-division circuit simulator as an example. I showed him how to construct the grammar, how to generate expected results, and how to automatically check for test failures. Before I ran the tests, I said, "Of course, I'm just using this circuit as an example. It's much too simple to benefit from such a powerful testing technique." In the next instant, over 70 percent of the tests failed. The circuit did not work for unsigned numbers with a high-order digit of 1.
NeverLhe.ess, the tests are no better than the grammar used to generate them. There is much room for additional research in this area; for example, investigating methods to generate test grammars automatically from program specifications, or from the code itself.
Regardless of future developments, the ability to create thousands of testswith minimum effort makes test grammars an effective tool for improving software quality. 9
